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Image above - Harvey, 
whose drank more 
celebratory beers and 
ate eaten more 
celebratory sugar 
cubes than he can 
count.

	 As Harvey is the champion of the NPCEC, cats are celebrating him 
like mad. Harvey’s prizes will be delivered soon, along with some free potato 
chips that Harvey got in order to test out the “free potato chips for life” 
system. He is very happy, and is enjoying all of the celebrations. 


	 Harvey has done some celebratory skiing and sledding, but kittens 
don’t let him use their jump anymore because his weight flattens it. 
However, Harvey has also tried ice skating, and he is enjoying that very 
much, even though he falls a lot. But right now, cats are waiting for Harvey’s 
grand prize to come, his new car proclaiming him champion of the NPCEC. 

CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Cats are celebrating Harvey’s NPCEC win!
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It isn’t a Jeep, and it isn’t open air, but it is a 
sports car, and it looks pretty sharp. Harvey is 
also waiting for his check for ten grand, as that 
was also a prize for first place. 


	 Cats have used Harvey’s win as an 
excuse to do some celebrating, which includes 
drinking lots of beer and soda, eating salty 
snacks, and staying up late. Kittens have gotten 
in on the action, and some kittens have been 
trying to stay up all night by drinking lots of 
soda. So far, the record is 3:09 A.M., but the 
kitten who managed that had access to some 
coffee beforehand, and has been disqualified 
from the competition. However, adult cats don’t 
care too much about whether their kittens stay 
up a lot, because Harvey is the NPCEC 
champion, and he has free potato chips for life, 
and he’ll get some for you if you’re nice to him. 


	 Harvey is happy that he got first place, 
but the third place prize got him interested in 
something else. The third place cat won two 
tickets to a cruise in the Pacific Ocean, which is 
something that Harvey would like to try. He has seen ads for cruises on TV, 
and the cruise boats can sometimes have waterslides, cool pools, and even 
Go Kart tracks. Harvey has expressed that he would like to try going on a 
cruise sometime, as it would be a very fun experience.


	 Harvey is still in for many more 
celebrations, and he is also going to get extra-
special treatment from cats who want a certain 
rare flavor of potato chips, but they don’t want 
to pay for it. Harvey does have free potato 
chips for life, and he hopes to use it wisely. 
However, Harvey has a weakness, and that is 
pleading from kittens. Lunch’s kittens wanted 
some sour cream and onion chips, but didn’t 
feel like paying for them, and they went to 
Harvey and started pleading. We’ll just tell you 

this: Lunch’s kittens got their sour cream and onion chips. 


	 Subscribe again for more on cruises! 


Image above - Juliet, 
who would like to go 
on a cruise sometime 
too.

“You can have 
free sugar fries 
in exchange for 
sour cream and 
onion chips!” 

 - LUNCH, WHO WANTS SOUR 
CREAM AND ONION CHIPS
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